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i'he purpoae ot tbJ.s pro.;Jeot 1s to enrich the te&chinS or 
JEn&liah b;r oonstruct1ng three teacbblg units centered around 
''the people and cultures ot A.t'rioa to help develop an under-
:stancl1ng or the content and st:rle or Uterature as well as 
. certain Moial understa.nd1ngs. 
'l'.he units Eli!Qlbasue .four types ot literature which are 
particularly appropriate tor uae 1n the junior high schoOl: 
:'the ntvel, the folk tale, poetey,. and non-.f'1ct1on. In read• 
·inS novels, tho students will concentrate upon organizational 
;patterns, cbaracter, plOt, tl'leme, letting, and st;rle. In 
reacUns tolk Uterature, students Will concentrate on experi• 
ences 1n recosnain& theme, 1n f'ollor...ns plot. and 1n under-
sta»d:Jng the eleaents or tolk litel'&ture. In reading poetey, 
the students will rocua on the aural-oral quaUties of' poetr:r 
:u W$11 as connotative and denotative mean1nga, tone, 1mageey 
:~ the IIIWlical deVices ot poetr:r such as rhythm and meter. 
' i 
:.In read:lns ru:m•t1ot10n, the students will tooua on orpn1za-
' 
't1enal pattema, emotional versus 1ntelleetua1 appeal. 
1 
qualifications or the writer. validity or presentation Judged 
by the writer's bias and clues trom content. 
Each unit also focuses upon certain social understandings. 
i The first stresses a better understanding of the challenges 
:l 
facing young Africans and the dreams which they cherish for 
the future. The second emphasizes the values of folk l1 tera-
ture and indigenous poetry. pointing up the contributions of 
il these literary forms to the culture of the world. The third 
II introduces the students to the richness and variety or 
il 
1
1 African cultures, showing how a better understanding of each 
I' ,I 
'i culture is fostered by knowledge or its historical develop-
~~~~ ment and geographical setting. 
!! All the units aim to develop attitudes which will lead 
:i to better world understanding. 
!I :I 
JUSTIP'ICATIOM 
i 
One major responsibility or the teacher or English is 
''I i 11 to help young people develop an understanding of the various 
I• 
.I 
I' ,! elements which make up a piece of literature and the stylistic 
devices used by authors to express their feelings and ideas. 
I 
11 A fundamental understanding of content and style is important 
II for many reasons. It gives the student the requisite tools 
11 for analyzing and synthesizing his reading experiences. It 
I: I! provides him with specific methods tor gaining insight into 
,, the meaning of literature and tor appreciating the total 
i] ~- !I significance of what he reads. The student who understands 
----~~----~--- .,.----·-·-·- ------------------·--· -------- ---~---·--
il 
i 
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' ,, 
'' content and style can find richer personal experiences in his 
,, 
I 
reading; he can come to appreciate the uniqueness of literature 
as an art form by aeeing how it organizes experience through 
' i 
1 the resources of language. 
:: 
Mastery of the principles of 
:1 
form will help the student develop more mature tastes in his 
; selection of books, and to become more sensitive to the qual1-
!1 tative differences among literary selections. The units in 
il !i this proJect are designed to help studente develop a deeper 
q 
'I 
II 
II 
I, 
I, 
11 
Understanding of literature as an art form as well as to help 
them make increasingly mature selection• or books. The first 
two units, concentrating on the novel, poetry, and folk tales, 
are designed to increase the students' insight into the tech-
ii niques of fictional literature, the interrelationships between 
!I ,, form and content, and the qualities which distingUish certain 
!i ji 
selections as masterpieces or art. 
A second responsibility ot the English teacher is to 
,
1 
help students develOP certain social Understandings and atti-
\\ 
tudes through the reading of literature. Through literature, 
!I (j the student can gain insight into human nature and the univer-
!i sal qualities of human experience. By learning about others 
!I il he can better Understand himself. Students can learn to 
I 
:; 
'I dispel preJudices against those who are different from them-
J, 
11 selves; they can come to appreciate the interdependence of 
I' ,I people and the contributions or various cultures to the total 
I 
1 culture or the world. 
' f',. I 
I 
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The units focus upon certain social understandings which 
can be developed through literature both by and about Africans. 
The unit method of teaching has many values for class-
room inetructjon, It provides a central topic or theme as a 
focus far a series of meaningful, integrated learning activi-
ties. The Uilit includes a flexible long-term plan aa well as 
day-to-day plans. It encourages growth in certain understand-
ings, attitudes, and skills which are a maJor concern of the 
language arts program. Through the unit, the teacher can 
correlate English with other subJects by including varied 
experiences in the arts or sciences in the optional related 
activities. The Uilit provides for individual differences 
by offering materials and activities appropriate to various 
ability levels. 
SCOP§ AND LIMITATIONS 
This proJect, consisting of three units centered around 
the people and cultures of Africa, emphasizes the content 
and elements of style in four types or literature: the novwl, 
non-fiction, the folk tale, and poetry. The units !'ocua upon 
certain social understandinss to help give the student an 
accurate picture of Africa and background for being a more 
informed citizen of the world. 
The material is designed for the ninth-grade level but 
it may be adapted for use in any grade. 
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The units are limited to the people and cultures of 
Africa. 
The units do not provide for the study of all aspects 
ot literature and the language arts skills, nor do they 
attempt to cover the entire African continent. Similarly, 
there is a l1m1 t to the number and kind ot social understand-
ings to be acquired through these units. 
The units are untested. 
Dil'lNITION OF TERMS 
Africa • The second largest continent, lying 
Europe1~ between the Atlantic and Oceana¢:~ 
south or 
Indian 
African • A native ot the Atri~~ continenti of or 
pertaining to Atrio~ 
colonialism - "The policy or a nation seeking to 
extend or retain its autn2rity over other 
peoples or territories."_, 
core activities • "That part or the 1.m1t assignment 
in which it is expected that ••• all pup~la 
will engage directly at some time ••• "!V 
1/"The American College Dictionary," Rlmdom House, N.Y., 
'!958, p. 22 
~id., p. 22 
~Ibid., p. 238 
4/Roy o. Billet• FundaMntals ot Secondary School Teaching, 
Woughton-M1ftl1n co., 1940, p. 507 
Culm1natinS activities • "A series or well organized 
pertinent oral reports, discussions, debates, 
demonstratiOns, experiments, dramatic sketches, 
auditory and visual aida ; " 1/ 
Culture .. "By •culture' antbropoloSY means the total 
way or lite or a people, the social legacy 
the individual acquires from the group. Or 
culture can be regarded as that part or the 
environment that is man made;" if 
Optional related activities • "All optional related 
activities are proJects. That is, they are 
activities in which the pupils engage solely 
because they want to." 9 
Unit - A flexible teachinS plan providing tor the 
interrelated development or certain skills, 
attitudes and understandings. 
Bl11et, 9.2.:. .s:.!l•• p. 507 
Clyde ltluolchohn, 
Inc • 1 Greenwich, 
Fawcett Publications, 
.20 
" 
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RBYDW OJ' RILdiD JIBSBABCJI 
U!UI!IYI:a ... t'odaT'• 
ed.uoaUoaal leaden qNe tllat eetoola nfM4 to. prepare 
70una people tor a •rld 1n wld.e&\ iDtematS.onal iaauea 
are s-1nent~ ONo1al. lluQ' edueawn mthalri ae the illpor-
tanoe fd dewlopinl 1n atudeata quaUUoe or Oltiaenahip • 
'beth aa .amenoau aa4 aa ouu ... or the •rld. The 
ca Ute. on Xlltematr.1cma1 Relati.OM or the Jlat1fmet Bduoat10n 
•80ot.at1cm pointe out tbat o,ne or the b1a'beat attrS.wtea 
ot a d 1 non.Uc 10o1et;r 1a a NQMt tor ditteNROOa amana 
peopla aDd nattou aa wU aa a reeu.q fd oloaeuaa with 
people fd otber naticmat 
~ ous'bt • P"'W "' with 
t.ntS.te reeUnp ot &a1001aUcm with peopla 
or evor;r oultUN 8114 e.-n1on. a..;r eboul4 
t:te alJle to NalUe _. or the wpeet attrt.-
""tae or a d••nraU.. ••1•t7• naM17., the 
UtUQ' to ~--.., otMr people feel. 
In ol'lder to t:teoN•t utrav.rta t.ntematiOn&U¥, 
tbe o1tilum8 or a ~ auat 1aam. ••• 
alllout w.e aaplfttll••• reara., aa4 atUtwlea 
of the peoplit ot' otlaer nats.na. J/ 
7 
TrA National Council of Teachers of English has set 
U» goals for education in international affairs which will 
help stUdents to live more intelligently: 
A knowledge and understanding of men and 
or nations, a careful examination or the values 
to which both have adhered in the past, a renewed 
scrutiny of these values as guides for the future 
and the development of constructive avenues of 
communication among men everywhere are primary 
requisites for intelligent living.l( 
The Council also believes that young people need an eduaation 
which will prepare them to meet the uncertainties and com-
plexities of modern civilization& 
A world of change, of speed, of massed 
groups, of heightened tensions, and or gravely 
confliating views -- this, in general terms, is 
the world the adolescent faces today. To meet 
such a world with equanimity and intelligence, 
the adolescent needs an education of great scope 
and power.y' · 
A more specific account of this world which the adoles-
cent faces is given in an article by Leonard Kenworthy, who 
discusses the contemporary social and political trends which 
are likely to continue ir.to the future; rapid developments in 
communication and transportation; new political alignments 
and ascending world powers; and ideological competition.~ 
ot 1985," 
8 
Beoauae ot theae peralatent tftftda, 887111 Mr. Kem.ol'thy, we 
auat ..- .... 4raat1o obans•• and llbltta ot empballa 1n our 
edueat~l Pl"'Sl'U'· We need •re education 1n bnman rela• 
tiona ao tbat atud.enta will reepeot the d1ftereno .. .-ns 
natiOnal oulturea. Better eduoat.S.. about all parte ot the 
world and the oontr1but18ne ot eaob diltinotive culture abould 
be priorities ot publio education. Jlr. l'enwortlq ompbaa1zea 
tbat we auat treat W0:11'1d probleM •re realiatioall¥ and help 
atudonta to realiu tbat the II&JO~' problema or the twentieth 
oentU1'7 are 1nte:mat1cmal 1n eoope. !I 
Culoton Wasbblll"Jl8, an emnent leader 1n 1nte:mat1onal 
education, 8878 that atudellte lbou1d become 1110re aware or the 
theme ot eo •w.-:t buman1t7 whiob undediea oultUl"fll ditferenoea-
the oa :n probleM, the oa :n dea1rea, the OODI!IOD modes or 
tbousbt )/ Waebbume believes that W\duatandins the e1m1lar1• 
tie a ..-:m& people 1a the tint atep towards OVe:II"''OIS n& pro• 
v1no1al and preJudiced attitw:t .. towarda other nat1oneJ in• 
oreaaed aooial 1na18bt toatere peater &111P&tbl' and W\de:ll'-
atandins 1'*'8 nat1onea 
B.Y examtnlns 0\U" Ya:ll'ioua 1natitut10na aa 
we atud7 thea b7 uaSntns our ouatou and WQ'1I 
or tbo\18bt 1n the llsbt ot wqa 1n whlob other 
people 6ave aolvecl OOIIIIP&J'&ble problema, we can 
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reach a oonsoioua unaex,atanding of the otr&ngtha 
and det1c1eno1es or our own customs and view those 
of others with interest and appreciation rather 
than with hostility or ridicule.l/ 
B. Education about Africa - Many educatoNJ today are con-
cerned with givin! young people a more accurate and sympathetic 
View of' Africa. In his introduction to a series of un-
published units on Africa, Edward Warner Brice says: "Changes 
of great significance at'8 underway in Africa. The world ia 
wi tneasing the awakening of' this great continent~!! 
The emergence of' Africa, says Mr. Brice, has been ob-
scured in the consciousness of many Americans by the two World 
Ware and the grave events or the Cold War J now we need to 
BIIIPh&siae the strategic i!IIPortance of' Africa, which is indeed 
one or the frontiera or the west.ll 
Teaohera have tended to neglect Africa in the curriculum 
partly because they cou)d not obtain reading material suit-
able tor various grade levels.!! Today, however, a wealth 
or African materials is being produced for younger readers. 
1i ,Y'Washburne, op. cit., p. 76 
1j ,Yidward warner Brice, ~m~ 
n unpublished aeries or u 
fl Washington, Do c.) P• l 
'I 
,, 
li !/Ibid., Po 2 
:t 
:I ~ 'i 
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,, Indicative or the current widespread availability or books on 
,, 
,, 
:r Africa is the Ootober issue or the Journal of Education, 
!j devoted entirely to a selected bibliography or African 
i! materials with related instructional aids.Y 
" :! 
' 
" 
,i 
In his book of resource units, Mr. Brice lists certain 
, essential appreciations which he feels can be developed in 
:1 both the social studies and the language arts curricula: 
" 
ii 
u 
ii 
i! ;! 
ii 
i! 
!i 
!) 
I, 
il 
' 
1. 
2. 
An appreciation of our living conditions as 
compared with those of African people 
An appreciation of Africa's cultural contri-
bution 
Some appreciation of how the Africans have 
adapted themselves to their environment.g/ 
,, 
,; Dr. Vilakizi, a South African anthropologist who spoke 
ij 
,j 
'l at the UNESCO Conference on Africa held at Boston University 
n in October, 1961, emphasized the importance of avoiding 
:, stereotypes when teaching about Africa. ii He lectured on the 
ii i! basic cultural patterns of Africa which he felt should be 
,, understood, stressing the significant dii'ferences between 
I; 
For example, the American ideal r: '' African and American customs. 
II ,, 
" i,i 
I 
of individualism contrasts with the African concept of kin• 
i' ship relationships wherein the individual finds his meaning 
!I 
I and identity. The Africans worship their ancestors along 
with other anthropomorphic deities. Magic and taboos 
,. Ytorraine Tolman (Compiler), "Africa; A Selected Biblio-
i graphy with Related Instructional Aids for the Elementary 
1 and Secondary School," Journal of Education, (October, 1961), A ;: Vol. 144. 
~~·,-~~'4 VSx:i."! ~ .. 1?.2 ° ()i~ !,!,,J'..!_gc_ · ·· -·--· 
ll 
ii .. 
impregnate the African's entire ooneept or reality. Marriage 
ii is frequently determined by the rather of the bride; the groom 
i' pays a bride-price for his betrothed, but he may request it :i 
I 
;; back if the marriage fails):/ 
2. Meeting the Goals of English 
A. Develo21ng Conceets and Understandings • Dwight L. Burton 
in Literature Study in the Hiih School discusses certain 
ii II literary ooncepta and understandings which are essential to 
il i: 
a mature comprehension or fiction. Understanding the relation• 
ship between form and content is vital. 
Becauae the novel or short story is a 
particular way or reconstructing experience, 
the special way in which the author has used 
the form may be important for the meaning 
or significance of the selection.g/ 
The starting point for understanding the organization of a i! ,., 
i! selection of fiction, according to Mr. Burton, is a compre-
;i 
" 
.: hension of the various purposes tor which fiCtion is written, 
,, 
such as to entertain, tp present some serious idea about life, 
or to dramatize an emotion~ concepts such as the cause and 
effect relationship ot the events in the plot, the importance 
1./Dr. vil&klzi, "The People and Cultures of Africa," UNESCO 
~onterence on Africa, Boston University, October 1961. 
" 2/Dwight L. Burton, Literature Study in the Hii£ School, 
: R'olt, RinQhart and Winston, trio., N: f., 1961, • 121. 
;: [i 
:: 
;1 
·I 1: 
J/Ibid •• P• 121 
12 
it 
IJ and effect or the setting on the story, methods by which the 
;) 
:1 author reveals character, and the unifying effect of theme 
tl 
1
1 need illUIIIination in the classroom. ,, 
IJ ,, 
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According to Walter Loban, English teachers need to help 
students extend their idea or what poetry is and to under-
stand the special language or poetry)/ 'l'o introduce the 
concept or imagery and its poetic function, Mr. Loban suggests 
that the teacher "begin by showing how the poet selects words 
to evoke associations and, thus, to 
and to direct his expectations. n!/ 
control the readers mood 
Increased understanding 
ot how the poet uses metaphor, symbol, tone, color, and 
rhythm to communicate thought and reeling will develop the 
student's competence in handling experiences with poetry.JI 
A Sound Skill•building Program - The National Council of 
Teachers or English believes that every sound skill-building 
program represents a carefully and realistically planned 
sequence. Students need to master certain baaic, fundamental 
skills throughout the secondary school program.Y 
ljWalter 'l'oban, Margaret Ryan and James Sqeur, Teaching 
lAni\l&ie and Literature, Harcourt, Brace and World, inc., 
R.t., 1961, p. 35o 
.@/.Ibid, p. 
J/Ibid, p. 
352-8 
352-8 :l 
\1 
, !U'Commiasion on the English Curriculum, The National Council 
I
" ot Teachers of English," A Check List tor Eval\l&ting the 
I 
English Program in the Junior and Senior High School," 
The English Journal, (April, 1962) 50z277-8 
~ ' 
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Continuing instruction in reading and study skills should 
'i give attention to improvement of vocabulary and to techniques 
il 
H or word recognition to improve comprehension. Students should ii 
II 
II learn to read tor various purposes, such as for details, for 
\! 
II il main points or ideas, to compare or contrast, for implied 
1j meanings, and to form sensory impre .. ions;/ 
I 
i; 
'I 
A well-planned skills program includes lessons on various 
I, 
11 types ot writing: descriptive, narrative, expository, and 
!I 
il I, 
l' II 
il 
'I II ,, 
" ,, 
ll il 
I' 
li 
I 
1: 
' ,, 
!! 
li 
i! 
letter writing. Literature is an excellent starting place 
tor topics in composition. Using various organizational 
patterns, selecting precise and vivid words, practicing for 
improvement in writing with variety and clarity in sentence 
structure should constitute 
in writing skills.~ 
a maJor portion of classroom work 
Lou le Brant believes that "a sound program tor teach-
:i 
,, ing listening, suited to the times, lllUSt be evolved by 
'I 
li teachers. n.J/ Ab1li ty to distinguish between main ideas and 
i' 
n !l supporting 4eta1ls of a speech, to follow various organiza-
,. p ,, 
:; tional patterns, and to evaluate the accuracy or reports are ,, 
~ i 
1: 
II 
'I ji 
,. 
fUndamental listening skills which should 
English curriculum.~ 
il .!('l'he English Journal, .21• ill·• p. 277 
J, 
be inolude4 in the 
I'' .g/.Xbid, ,. 211-s 
I 3/Lou le Brant, we Teach English, Harcourt Brace and Company, 
I W.Y., 1951, P• 189 
~ I, Y.2!.:. ill·. p. 277 
' '"""''''''' ·.~~-'·'"'"" --·-- .,, ____ , _ _., .. -- --- - -
I 
" ;I 
il 
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Such a program provides continUing opportunities to 
develop speaking skills. Every stUdent needs practice in 
making an attention-getting opening, a clear statement ot 
purpose, a logical development or ideas, and a final summary. 
The English teacher should provide help tor students with 
special speech difficulties while encouraging all students to 
work tor a pleasant, lively, varied speaking voice and 
greater poise and selt-confidenoe before the group.l/ 
The teacher of English is responsible for helping 
students to develop certain higher level skills of critical 
reacUng and thinking as well as the ba81c ones. According to 
Richard Altick, a specialist in the field of reading, students 
need to develop skills in the kind of critical reading which 
involveaz 
•••••• digging beneath the surface, 
attempting to find out not only the whole 
truth about what is being said but also ••• 
the hidden implications and motives or the 
Wl"iter. When a reader t'inds out not only 
wnat is being said but also why it is said, 
he ia on his way to being a critical readel" 
as well as a comprehending one .y 
Critical l"eading skills, said Ruth weeks, should develop 
cumulatively throughout secondary school in a sequence based 
on the evidence of intellectual maturity at various age levelsz 
1/Lou le Brant, .22.. .!!!.•, p. 277 
~chard Altick, A Preface to Critical Reading, Henry Holt 
ind Co., N.Y., 1956. fntro. P• xi! 
15 
--:-~==:--
'i i' 
.I 
:I 
At the secondary school level, the 
stUdent learns how to vitalize facta in 
reading through sympathetic imagination. 
He likewise develops a challenging interest 
in the verification ot tact and begins to 
unc1erstand the meanin& ot interpretation. 
The technique ot reading to master fact and 
ot research to verity it, and the elements 
of the interpretive process thus become the 
proper obJectives or secondary reading and 
study guides ••• • y 
The Committee on International Relations of the National 
iiEdueation Association believes that students need to develop 
" iloe:rtain reading skills to become worldm1nc1ed citizens. Abili-
:1 
!,ty to Judge the worth and reliability or sources by examin-
li 
l!ing the position and experience ot the writer, the date or 
i! 
1!Jiublication, and the pertinence ot the information is one 
I! liOf these essential skills. Another fundamental skill ia the 
'I 
i[ab1lity to detect bias and to anaJ.7ze relationships between 
ilideas and eventsJ/ RalPh Preston. editor ot Teaching World 
I, 
[[uooerstandiy, says that students should develop integrity 
ll!n reporting facta and a habit of postponing Judgment until 
" 
J[sutficient tacte are at hanc1 )/ 
II 
I! Mr. Altick warns that in this age ot political and 
" ifo01111118ro1al persuasion via the mass media, students are in 
jl 
,I 
i ll/Ruth weeks, Chairman) A Correlated Curriculum, National 
l ~ouncil ot Teach.era of English, b. Appleton century Crofts, )N.Y., 1936, p. 59 
I' 
II g/'l'he COIIIII11ttee on International Relations, .!?E.• .a!!•• p. 87 
I 3/Ralph Preston (editor) 
l"rent1oe-Hall1 Inc., N.Y., 
li 
il 
II 
16 
,] 
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it 
!fgrowing danger of adopting ready-made, conformist opinions. 
i!'l'hey need to develop an "I'm from Missouri" attitude toward 
!1 
liPoli tical and commercial messages that bombard them from every 
,, 
l~irection .JI 
., 
q 
! 'l'he units in this proJect provide experiences tor build-
~~ 
i!ing both the basic and the higher-level critical and thinking 
i: 
iisk1lls. Units One and Two deal primarily with the reading 
11 
11sk1lls pertinent to fiction. Unit 'l'hree tocuaes on non-
i! 
tifiction and the mass media, on sources or information which 
i' 
'!students should learn to use critically and intelligently. 
!, 
'i 
!i ilo• Developing Goo« Taste and Judlment - 'l'he Job of the English 
iJteacher which is largely if not exclusively his is that of 
~~developing good taste and Judgment.Y :ror this reason, he 
[!should devote much or his time and energy to this aspect or 
i! 
1tl1terature. By helping students to develop standards or 
,_ 
I' iltaste, the English teacher can help start their lifetime pro-
llgram or good reading; 
i! 
!I !! 
i i: 
:! ,, 
11 
'l'hroUSh personal CUidance the teacher 
is in a position to help students develop 
methods or selection which will stand them in 
good stead when school clays are over.J/ 
D. Literature Appropriate to the Needs and Interests of' Young 
People • The English teacher needs to consider the physical, 
emotional, and mental characteristics of' young people in settina 
up a literature program • .!~ According to the English Languye 
Arts, "Adolescents take particular delight in reading fiction 
about young people like themselves who succeed and tail in 
their aspirations."g/ Many novels about African teen-agers 
depict the struggles and achievements of' resourceful adoles• 
cents; tor example, Kamiti by Richard Baker tells the story ot 
a young Kenyan who strives to develop his land. 
One pervasive interest of' younger adoleecents which 
the English teacher should coneider in selecting books tor 
the classroom is animal tiotion.ll African f'olk tales in· 
volving talking animals and novels concerning friendship 
between animals and young people, such as Sirp by Rene Guillot, 
are excellent reading materials tor younger readers. 
Stories of high adventure and of' problems inherent in 
adoleecent culture appeal to the interests of' adolescents.~ 
Exploration• into the heartland of' the African continent are 
re-told in a number of' books, such as John Hatch's Search 
l(Commission, Vol. lll., p. 13 
g/,lbid.' p. 21 
3/bwight Burton, Holt, 
ll'inehart and 
!(.Ibid., p. 29, 53 
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jj for the L1 ttle Yellow Men. Several del1ghtf'ul love stories 
II 
I! giving a realistic picture ot adolescent feelings and con-
·' li fl1cts are available; for example, Kalena by Esna Booth 
,j 
11 pictures a young girl whose marriage intentions conflict with 
:1 the traditional ideas of her parents. 
!i 
1
! Reading for greater self-understanding and the enrich-
li ment of personal values is a maJor goal of English Education. ,, 
:i 
\i "one of the main Jobs of the secondary school is to help 
!J adolescents to understand theuelves."Y According to the 
!: 
!:Council, reading should give students "access to the spiritual 
I! 
'! experiences of their own and other peoples which offer to each 
II 
il i! stUdent cultural resources that can give purpose and meaning 
I' 2/ 
:: to lite.":::/ 
I! 
i! Carleton Washburne says that st\ldents can find satis-
11 
11 taction through identification with youngsters of other 
~~ 
'I\ countries; they can learn that certain adolescent problelllS are 
.I 
!I international a 
!! 
" 
,, 
" ii 
i! 
•I 
il 
!I ;i q 
ti 
" 
' !i 
i 
Books from the prilll&l'Y grades on up 
through adult lite can be tound which give 
an authentic and sympathetic account ot people 
ot all types which make these people live, 
which help the reader to identity himaelf 
n -----------,, 
1
'1
1 
1/Ralph Preston (editor) • 'l'eaching World Understanding, Prentice 
Wall Inc., N.Y., 1955, P• 7 
I 2/Hational Council ot 'l'eachera ot English, Commiasion on the 
1 l'nsl1sh Curr1cu1Ulll, The English Language Arts., Vol. 1, p. 9 
""" II 
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with them and reel their fundamental likeness 
to himself .y 
~re is a wealth of books about African youths who share 
l'llanY ot the same tee lings and problema as American youths. 
'These books help adolescents to see their own problema with 
greater perspective by recognizins the universal nature of 
their dilel11111&a. 
Important goals tor the English teacher include broaden-
ing the experience of his pupils and helPing them to develop 
an interest in world literature.!/ Reading about the lives of 
typical and renowned Africans can broaden students' understand-
ing of other people. Recently, native African writing has 
been made available in this countey through compilations by 
Peggy Rutherford, Langston Hughes and others. African folk 
tales, such as those retold by Harold Oourlander, combine the 
merits or good folk literature (humor, reflection of cultural 
values) with the qualities of good abort stories (plot, sett1ns, 
and theme).. African poetry ranges trom exquisite lyrics to 
moving dramatic monologues. Essays and articles on politics, 
culture, freedom, are numerous. 
1 carleton Washburne, The World's Good Education for world 
· ndedneaa, John Day Co., R.t., 1954. P• 64 
!@id, p. 64 
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3. correlating English with Social Studies 
Today'a specialists in English education agree that the 
English curriculum can be substantially enriched by correlation 
with other subJect matter fields. Curtis Good, in the Diction-
ary or Education, defines correlation as: 
Bringing together the elements ot two 
or more d11'terent subJect matter fields that 
bear on the same large problem or area ot 
human experience in such a way that each 
element 18 reintorce<S, broadened, and made 
richer through ita association with elements 
from other subJect matter fields.]/ 
Recent psychological research into the principles under-
lying effective teaching supports the value of correlation. 
Walter Loban, tor example, disc\Uises the research evidence 
that students comprehend and retain material better when they 
.see how it relates to a larger, coherent structure, or, when 
they see the total organizational pattern ot their learning 
sequences and. the interrelatdlonshipa among parts.Y 
w. Wilbur Hatfield. cr.a1rman ot the National Council of 
Teachers ot English publication An !xperience Curriculum in 
!ngl1ah, said that the more n~rous the connections between 
subJects the better.ll The following year, Ruth Weeks, 
ycurns GoOd, ~lblonary ot Education, McGraw-Hill Book 
·:=£2:::0illPan:!:_~!.!iYiLJ• N.Y., 1945, P• 'Iul. 
2 alter Loban, Margaret Ryan and James Squire, Teaching 
e and. terature, Harcourt, Brace, and. Co., N.! • , 
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chairman of the Council, Ul"r;ed that various anpecbJ of the 
currie\llum be connected so that students ;;ee "the inter-
relationships between subJects and the connections of each 
subJect with the whole of life."bf 
In the opinion of Ruth Weeks, the study of literature 
could broaden and deepen certain significant concepts which 
teachers tend to confine to the social studies curriculum, 
such asa 
l. The unity and continuity of cultural evolution 
2. The fact that all races and peoples have some 
eulture of their own and that many excel in 
particular arts and activities. 
The need, therefore, tor a sy,mpathetie con-
sideration or alien groups.g( 
Another significant practice which Ruth Weeks advocated was 
correlation with social studies through the study or world 
literature. BY studying the social concepts illuminated 
through world literature as well as the literary qualities 
ot various genres, students could develop both socially and 
intellectuallyr 
World literature includes folk literature 
ot uncertain authorship, as well as the works 
of great writers !'rom all races. Correlation 
in this field is important since it will give 
bfRuth Weeks, .2£• .!!!•• p. 62 
!/Ibid., p. 15 
22 
" .1 
' ' 
th~ st1_;:]ent. ~- t'FI,er hir,t.orical perspective, 
offset the narrowing tendencies of an exclusively 
natH•na.l:l.stic cultural eduer,tion, promote world 
friendship and world peace, develop an inter-
national viewpoint ••• and suggest the univer-
saHty of creative imagination in literature.,!/ 
According to Lou le Brant, many of the questions which 
students and teachers raise in the English classroom require 
an interdisciplinary approach for intelligent solutions: 
Many of the questions raised may seem to 
some English teachers to be in the field of 
social studies. The answer to that contention 
is that there is not any line between the "fields." 
It is highly desirable that the teaching of how 
to read periOdicals be shared with appropriate 
areas of school work, but the teacher of English 
who does not recognize his share in making 
students aware ot and intelligent about these 
materials is comparable to the teacher or 
literature ~o would omit Shakespeare because 
he made plays that were to be acted as well 
as read, or the social studies teacher who 
would omit mention ot drama trom a description 
ot the same periOd .g; 
,!/Ruth Weeks 1 .21:.. .2£!., P. 132 
gjLou le Brant 1 22. • .2£!., p. 306 
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PREll' ACE 
UNIT l 
MEET APRICA 
This unit. designed for an average ninth-grade class, 
is planned to cover a tour week period. The activities focua 
on atudy ot the novel as an art form, as well as the inter-
relationships between African and American aociety which can 
lead to better understanding b•tween the two nationa. 
The teacher should adapt these materials to suit the 
particular needs ot his claas. 
Df'l'RODUCTION 
What pictures flash into your mind when you think about 
Africa? Perhaps you see steaming tropical Jungles knotted 
with thick vines; or a herd ot long-legged giraffes loping 
across a grassy plain; or a group of brightly clothed natives 
with hoops around their necks and delicate tatoos on their 
eheeka. These pictures are accurate, of course, but they 
give Africa a remote, tar-away aspect which tends to make it 
seem unrelated to us. 
As we study this unit we will discover numerous facets 
of African lite which tie up closely with our experiences as 
Americans. Por example, what would it be like to exchange 
views with a young African your own age on subJects like 
schoolwork, hobbies, sports, animals, dating, or marriage? 
You would probably find that moat young Africans are interested 
in these subJects. Although many or their customs and habits 
are strikingly different from those or the typical American, 
African young people share many or our concerns, thoughts, 
problema, interests 1 and hopes tor the tuture. 
Let's look tor a moment at several other ways in which 
we are related to Africa. Our government is helping to bridge 
the Atlantic Oeean by sending young Americans on Peace Corps 
missions to various African countviea. Many descendents or 
Africans live in this country, the negroes who contribute to 
our society by working in our industries, our armed services, 
our government. Moat or us enJoy the Jazz music which developed 
trom African sources. In this unit we will explore these 
common grounds between Africa and America, seeing how the two 
nations are related to each other. 
COHCEP'l'S AND U)IJ)EJUI'l'ANDIHGS 
1. Africa is emerging from a nation of widely 
differing primitive societies to a nation or 
more modern cultures. 
2. 'l'he total way of lite ot a group ot people, in-
cluding tools, homes1 customs, ceremonies, the 
arts, and religion is called the culture of that 
group. 
3. 'l'he new ways or doing thinss which white men have 
brought to Africa often conflict with native oustoma, 
e.g. tree choice of IIIIU'riage partners vs. pateJ'rl&l 
selection in many African societies. 
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4. Through literature we can better understand how the 
Africans think and teel. For example, in ~~firtsheta 
we aee the contlictinc feelings of Kalena w 
to marry a man of her own choosing but does not 
want to insult her father. 
5. Literature gives us a picture or the probleJU facing 
Atricana and the values they cherish. Por example, 
in X&miti we see the struggles ot a young African to 
devilop his native land. 
6. Literature helps to clarify the differences and 
similarities between Africans and ourselves. For 
example, in Kalena we recognize the familiar feeling 
ot wanting to get a better education; on the other 
hand, Kalena •s duties to her tribal traditions are 
strange to ua. 
7. '.L'he novel 1s a long~ prose narrative which 1s 
fictitious. 
B. '.L'he plot of a novel is the ·aeries or events; in a 
good novel, these events have a cause-and-effect 
relationship as do eventa in real life. 
9. Characters in a novel are revealed in tour ways: by 
what they do; by what they aay; by what other 
characters say about them; and by what the author 
says about them. 
10. Setting is the total environment of a story, or 
where the story takes place. 
11. A well-drawn character is complex; he has the 
qualities of a real human being. 
A'l"l'ITUDES AND APPRECIATIONS 
l. We can more tully appreciate the differences 
between Afr1aanr· and American culture by evalua-
ting each in terms or its historical development 
and unique wr.ya ot interpreting experience. 
2. We can contribute to international understanding 
by developing a sympathetic and well-informed 
picture of Africa. 
3. Through literature, we can develop an appreciation 
of the universal nature or adolescent problema and 
a sympathy with young peopleeverywhere. 
4. We can appreciate the unique contributions of 
Africans to the arta, the sciences, and public life 
through the stUdy ot literature. 
5. Through the novel, we can appreciate the special 
beauty and significance ot African tradition&. 
6. A atUdy ot the novel can help develop our appreci-
ation ot the creative mind welding ideas and form 
into an artistic unity. 
SKILLS 
Reading - to improve ability: 
l. to detect clues to character, e.g. his words, 
actiona, what the author says about him, 
what other character• say about him. 
core 2 
core 3 
core 9 
core 10 d 
2. to distinguish between tlat and complex 
characters 
core 3 
core 5 
3. to tollow the eventa or the plot 
core 5 
core 9 
core 9 
core 10 d 
core 10 d 
4. to recognize cauae•and-ettect relationships 
between eventa ot the plot 
core 5 
core 9 
core 10 d 
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5. to recognize significant features of the setting 
and their influence on the development of the 
story 
core l 
core 9 
6. to detect theme in a novel 
core 8 
core 9 
7. to read for main ideas 
core 5 
core 6 
core 10 a,b 
core 10 c 
core 10 c 
opt. 5 
opt. 6 
a. to use context clues and the dictionary tor 
increasing scope and power of vocabulary 
core 11 
opt. 5 
Writing - to improve ability: 
opt. 6 
1. to use details which support and develop main 
idea in topic sentence 
core 12 
opt. l 
opt. 3 
opt. 5 
opt. 8 
2. to use vivid concrete nouns~ strong verba, and 
treah adJectives in writing 
core 12 
opt. l 
opt. 5 
opt. 8 
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3. to write with variety and clarity in sentence 
structure 
core l2 
opt. l 
opt. 3 
opt. 5 
opt. 8 
4. to write a character sketch by selecting signifi· 
cant details which describe and reveal character 
core 12 
5. to proofread own writing for punctuation and 
spelling 
core 12 
opt. l 
opt. 3 
opt. 8 
Speaking .. to improve ability: 
1. to organize ideas logically and effectively, 
e.g. intrOduction, development, conclusion 
2. 
3. 
opt. 4 
opt. 5 
opt! 7 
opt. 10 
opt. ll 
to narrow a topic to its significant features 
tor presentation within a specified time limit 
opt. 4 opt. 10 
opt. 5 opt. ll 
opt. 7 
to apeak with poise and confidence bet ere the 
group 
opt. 4 opt. 9 
opt. 5 opt. 10 
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opt. 6 opt. 11 
opt. 7 
4. to speak loudJ.7 and clearly 
opt. 4 opt. 9 
opt. 5 opt. 10 
opt. 6 opt. 11 
opt. 7 
Listening - to improve ability: 
l. to listen tor main ideas 
opt. 6 opt. 10 
opt. ·r opt. 11 
2. to listen tor details supporting main ideas 
opt. 6 opt. 10 
opt. 7 opt. ll 
3. to listen 1n order to summarize content 
opt. 6 opt. 10 
opt. 7 opt. ll 
4. to listen to evaluate form and content of oral 
presentations 
opt. 7 opt. 11 
opt. 10 
Dl'l'RODUC'l'ORY ACTIVITIES 
See the film Africa Today, and consider the following 
. questions in relation to the film as a basis tor class 
, discussion: 
1. What new toroes are changing the old way of life 
in Africa? 
2. What conflicts are set up by these new forces? 
3. What is the meaning ot "culture" and "culture 
conflict?" 
. CORE ACTIVITIES - Everyone will do all the core activities: 
Read 'Kalen& by Esma Booth and be prepared to answer the 
following questions orally or in writing: 
,. 
1. What are the significant features of the setting? 
In what ways does the setting affect the daily lives 
of the characters? 
2. How would you characterize Kalena? How does the 
author J'8veal her character to ua't 
3. In what ways ia Kalen& different from Louise? Sana 
fl•om Mulela't In what ways do these contrasts or 
character affect your understanding the perception 
or the characters? 
4. In what ways are the characters like real people 
that you know? 
5. To what extent do the •in events of the plot evolve 
naturally from the nature or the characters? 
6. Which western customa conflict with traditional 
African customs in this novel? How do the characters 
resolve these conflicts? 
7. What interests do you have in c0111111on with Kalen&? 
Give reasons why you do or do not sympathize with 
her points ot view on education and marriage. 
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8. Discu111s the novel as an art .form with particular 
reference to Kalena. Set up criteria for the 
selection of' gobd novels. 
10. 
ll. 
How does the main character solve the problema 
which threaten to keep him from reaching his 
goal? 
b. Which qualities or the main character do you 
admire? Which do you dislike? Why? 
c. What themes of universal interest do you find 
in the novel? How do these apply to your own 
experience? 
d. Analyze the book to determine ita l1terax•y merit; 
consider plot. setting, characters, theme, and 
style. 
K~ep a notebook of' new words which you encounter in 
your extensive reading. Inter the meanings of 
the words .from contextual clues, then cheek your• 
selt with the d1ction&r7• 
Look oax~tully at several large portraits or 
Africanu (see Lite, Look on bibliography) to dis-
cover signif'ic~deml's which might be included 
in a character sketch. Discuss also ways of 
revealing character as well as describing. Select 
a character from one ot the novels you have 1'8ad 
and write a short sketch which both describes his 
appearance and reveals his character. Carefully 
proofread your final copy tor spelling and punctu-
ation. 
I, 
tj OPTIONAL RlU.A'l'ED AC'fiYITIES 
fl l. Design a book Jaoket and write a blurb for one of 
1 the novels on Africa which you especially liked. 
' What information will you include in your blurb? 
Why? 
!l 
' 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
W1tb a cOUIIIittee 01' four or five students. make a 
bulletin board. diaplay. You llligbt illustrate pic-
tures ot Africa with excerpts from student writins. 
Prepare to diacuas orall.7 or 1n wri tins the life or 
:voun& people 1n one .,.n1cular African tribe. Com-
pare customs. aot1v1t1es1 and ideas with those 
t1)11oal or lQU and JOUr triends. 
Prepare a ten-mnute talk on the sports and recrea-
tional act1vit1ea or either the Maaai or the Bushmen. (Bee Lite on the bibl1o&r&Pb7) 
Atter reatUns b;y Anna Bontemps, 
prepare a of' two or 
three Africans to American aociet;y. COIIII!Ient on 
the autbor1s treatment or the Hearo, her attitude, 
etc. 
Charles Jo;y' a boek 1B 
a collection or 
or their dail;y Uvea. In a croup twe .or three, 
work up a 4ramatizat1on or t1)11cal events 1n the 
lite or a Weat African lQUJ'IC person uaing the infor-
mation liven 1n tb1a book and elsewhere. 
Prepare an illustrated talk on West Atrican art. 
See bib11~ and nearb;y IIIUBeum collectiona tor 
material rican ltMIIl at the Museum or 11'1ne Arts 
1n Boston • You ma;y wiab to narrow your topic to 
one twe or art such aa maalcs, potteey, etc • 
Write a atoey which takes place 1n an African 
aettin&J perhaps you wu14 like to work with a 
friend who can draw or paint illustrations for 
;your stoey. 
l'ora a croup or tour w f'1 ve persons to make puppets 
and preaent a &bow Uluatratin& a favorite scene 
trom one or the bOob Jfo)u have read. 
10. ll'ol'lll a panel to diaouaa the work of' the Peace Corps 
1n Atria. 
11. 
12. 
ln a peup .or three or tour peraona, prepare a panel 
discussion on the preeent pli&bt or tbe Hesroes 
1n th1a oountey. Colaent en PreedOm Rides, ll'reedom 
Rides Horth,. Jean ocluoation, civil ~ta, etc. 
Your sussestions tor aot1vit1eat 
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1. Readin& or character eketcbea 
2. Oral tal.ke 
3. Bullet1n•board diaplq 
4. Prenntation or puppet show 
5. Panel Qiscuseiona 
6. Diaplay or book .;!aclteta and ori&inal ato11;es 
BVMVATJ.@! 
1. Qulity and .-unt or participation 1n clue Qiacuseion 
a. Bow frequently baa the student contributed to 
class dieouseionat 
b. In wbat wa78 were the student 1 s COIIJIIU!Inta 
relevant to the 1Bsue bein& d1aouase4t 
c. i'o what extent did the student enrich or 
develop the ooncept being discuasedt 
2. Quality or written wl"ka 
a. Bow closely haa the student followed the 
us'sn-ntt 
b. 'lo what extent is the selection or content 
appropriate tor the aea11P""'fflltt 
o. Bow clear and eoneiatent is the student 1a 
pattern of orpnisat1ont 
d. '1'o what extent baa the student used proper 
d1ct1on1 grammar 1 apelli.ns, punctuation? 
e. To what extent baa the student e;xpresaed 
himeelt clearly, concisely, with variety 
in sentence atructuret 
3. Quality or oral work 
a. How cl.Only has the atudent followed the 
~ ·ua1pmentt 
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b. To what extent was the selection of content 
a~propr1ate for the assignment? 
c. How clear and consistent is the student 's 
pattern of organ1Eation? 
d. How effectivel;r h&s the student communicated 
his ideas# speaking loudly1 clearly1 with variety 
in pitCh and tone? 
e. To what extent haa the student employed gesture 
and eye contact? 
4. ·Individual proJects (see 2 and 3) 
5. Evidence or changes in attitude (see sample teats) 
6. Evidence of growth in concepts and understandings (see sample teats) 
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SAMPLE TEST 
il'l'z:Ue-Falae 'rest 
~I . 
tj After im11catinE: wheth. er the following statements are 
,1true or false (T or F) write the reasons tor your answer in 
!:the apace provided below each statement. ,, 
" l. 
-
2. 
-
Culture is the total man-made environment of' 
a group of people. 
Reasons 
African marriage customs are like those or America. 
Reason: 
3. Kalena was a conformist to African traditicn. 
-
4. 
-
_.;. 
" 
6. 
-
7· 
-
a. 
-
Reaaon: 
There 1e little we can do as individuals to help 
world understanding. 
Reason: 
The beat clues to character are the words and 
actions or the character himself. 
:Reaoon: 
contrast between two chJractera is an effective 
method of' character Portrayal. 
:Reason: 
l 
Fiction haa little sisnificanoe tor real life. 
Reason: 
The aetting or a novel contributes to the develop-
ment ot the story. 
Reason: 
The theme of Kalena was the conflict between 
African tradition iDd new ways brought by white men. 
Reason: 
10. 
-
. ~.· 
The novel ls a aldllt'ully aonst;ruo~d \'IOl'k ot 
ari; • 
Re&aon: 
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' !t 
l. In What ways !ae thia unita 
2. 
3· 
a. sharpened your underatandinc of Af'rican ptople 
and 'CUlture&? 
b. eharl&Gd your attitudes tOtl&l'ds the African 
peoplef 
c. helped you to road moro ettectively? 
d. Oroadel'lll!ld your reacSinc interests? 
What did you like or cUe like about thia un1 t? 
What a~atlona would you ~~lake for iqj)rove~~~tnt ot 
this unit? 
2. t 
3. t 
4. t 
5. t 
·: 6. t 
1· t 
8. t 
9· t 
10. t 
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Bopner 4 Pamela., i'he CJ:tl4!n Ill!e!la, Criterion. H .Y., 1950. ,1) 
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· 13. Steintortt Louise~ Elephant Outlaw, Lippincott., H.Y ., 
1956. (21 
'!'he adventures ot a wbite bo7 and his black African 
friend as the;v search tor a powerful elephant J veey 
exc1tina plot, eapeoiall;v pod f'or boys. 
14. Steintortt Louise, White Witch Doctor, Weatlllinllter, 
1950. (3J 
i'he stor;v of a 1111aa1onsey nurse in the Bels1sn Conso. 
based em tactJ vivid and sympathetic treatment of 
African liteJ realistic view ot bardahipa involved 
in mias1onary 11te. 
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!)i~if!~"I~t All the Nearoes Quit the SOuth, " ~~,....! • ! The Rew York l.rimes Compaey, 
A provocative article wbiob speculates on a number 
ot poaaible outcomes Of "Preedom Rides North." Veey 
well written, 
Dunbar. 4 lm. est._ and Hiler Brossard (producers)., ~. ,March 2~, 1961 PP· 2:7·67. rbotosraphed by 
lJiUjl.as Jones and l'b1 lip Barrinston. 
A aeries of articles eovertns many phases of the 
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traata and. conflictal ~tive medicine, life 1n Ntseria 
and AnplaJ especial~ tine writeup or the work or 
a 10un& couple now serv1rla with the Peace CorpsJ 
lar&• brilliant pbotograpba, 
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Elisoton, Eliot (photopapber) "Atricl;!~S savage 
Beauty, n Lite, tootober 13., 1961). 5lt66-10l. 
Colored closeups or animals, black Africans., and 
the soraeous African countl711de accompanied by 
excerpts· tl'OJil we11•kn0wn Uterary worka on AtricaJ 
plletosraphed by a talented ert1Bt with an eye tor 
color, JOIIIPOSition and sJ.an11'1cant detail • 
GQrmant lCertn, "I Go Visit a Chief's SOn& An American 
Bo:v•s :sto~k Adventure in Deepest Atrica," Lite, (April 13, 1962) pp. 74-87. -
ltertn Gorman tells abOut his adventures with the 
Masai people or Kenya; ltertn and the Masai teach each 
other sues. Excellent pbotosraphll accompany these 
excerpts fl'OJII ltevin•s diary. :Illustrates the curiosity 
and rriendlinesa or the Maaai. 
19 min., color .free • 
A picture of African tribal cere1110n1ea accompanied 
by <1ruma and chants. 
Atlantis Productions Inc!f...rAtrica is My Home• 22 min • ., 
color .200, b+W t120. 1~. 
A JOIUlS Atrioan WOIIIan reveals her reactions to 
Western ideas encountered at a llliaaionar:v acboolJ 
SOQd contrast or old and new Arrioa. 
Conte~~~Pftrar:v Pilur:Jr Ht'itiD?3 min., rental t4o 
color,. f25 b+W. uoe y Study Center, 
Harvard University. 
!bie documentar:v film depicts the culture and lite or 
the Bl.llhmen in Becbuanaland and South Weet Atl'ie&J 
shows Bushmen maJd.n& poiaoned arrows and hunting 
Sira.ffe1 settins water and rootSJ emphasizes primitive 
o011111l1Ul1ty lite and infinite paUenoe or these atone 
age men. Won Plahert;r Award in 1958. 
Leroy E. Hurte hod.uotiolult Atrica ~· 27 min., 
sound, color •190, rental ,11>. 195~ 
A vivid portrayal or the contrasts between Africa 
yesterday and toda:VJ depicts emersence or the new 
Africa. Well done. 
· 5. Het ll'ibla Service 
Series• pro4uoed 
sound., b+w t4. 75 
Teen-asere. t'1'0JJl Ce;ylon, Ethiopia, Ghana, and the 
lln1on of South Africa dieouae Af'rican independence. 
Emphaa1Se8 p~bable effect of' education on the 
tuture ot Africa and toreisn aid tor internal develop.. 
ment • Appropriate f'or 18un& pec>ple. 
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UNl'r 2 
AJI'HICAN VOICBS a SOHGS MID S'rORIES 
This unit* ctea18ne4 tor an &vel"&ge ninth-grade claas, 
,, ia planned to cover a t0\17l wwek penOdJ halt' the t1• ahould 
:I 
be spent on folk tale a, a:nct the othet' halt' on poet1'7. '.t'tl7!8e 
to tive daya 1111Q' be spent on the oulminatins activities. 
'l'he teacher ahoUlcl adapt the" materials to auit the 
needs ot 1\te claaa. 
p!'l'!(J)UCTIO! 
'l'h1lo\1Ch Utentul:'e we will Yiait Weat At7lioa, that 
steamy tl"opioal ...,..... on the WUtern bulp ot the At7!1oM 
continent. we will bee~ acQuainted with •~ ot the l1ten-
tUN whioh the weat Atnoana have written 07! paaaed on th7lough. 
pnentiona by word or 110uth. we w1.l1 Ned J)l',1.llla,rily tolk 
talea uct ly7!ica1 poeu; the" foZ'IIIa or 11teratU7!0 ..,... aiJI,ple 
and prilllitive but you will find that they &N full or beauty 
and wiadOIIo 
:ror pnentiona the weat AtnoM people have told wonde7l-. 
ihl atoriea amons theuelvea. When they W81'8 broUSht to Alarie!( 
aa alavea. they b7lought their atoriea with thea. we &1'8 
f&lliliar with many ot thea today, tor example, the talea of 
81'81' Rabbit. At7!1oan talea tell of the deecta of heroes, of 
how certain ouatoaa .... to be, and of how the worlcl waa 
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formed. Many of them reveal the African' a ideas of right and 
wrong, which are similar to the moral ideas of people every-
where. In these tales, we will find. an admiration for honor 
and truth and. a acorn for laziness, treachery, and dishonesty. 
, We can easily recognize the heroes and villains or fools. Many 
of these tales will make you laugh; others will make you think. 
The west Africans were not only story tellers but also 
poets and singers. They had feelings about their homeland., 
about the beauty of nature, and. about love, which they expreaa.S 
in lyrical poems. These ailllple poems express many feelings 
• which are familiar to us; but other feelings are strange to 
us, such as the African fear of and. reverence for his ances-
• tors whose spirits are always alive and. present. Whereas the 
• folk tales were passed down through the generations and. slowly 
altered by each new storyteller, the poems were generally 
· writte~ by one man and. retained their original forms. 
Langston Hughes, an American negro poet,. has said that 
· moat African writing shows great evidence of pride in countryt 
"It is an African pride, with a cbaraoter all its own ....... y 
ti 
You will detect this quality in many ot the poems that you 
·read • 
. l/Langston Hughes, An African Treasury., Crown Publishers Inc., 
; lf.Y., 1960, Intro. p. ::dl 
1. The main idea. or a piece or literature is theme. 
2. The plot is what happens in a. story, or the series 
ot events, including initial incident, rising 
action, climax and denouement. 
3. Characters in tolk tales usually represent human 
qualities which are either admired or disliked. 
4. Polk tales evolve and change as they are passed on 
from one person to the next • 
5. Jolk literature otten expresses themes of universal 
interest, such a.a the advantages or cleverness 
and wit. 
6. Jolk tales reveal the moral values of the people who 
tell them. 
7. The language of tolk literature is simple and 
direct. 
8. African lyrical poetry expresses the .feelings or 
the poet. 
9. Images in a poe• retlect the poet's culture and 
physical surroundings, such a.a the drums in African 
Heaven and the storks in Spirit ot the Wind. 
10. African poets use many devices to unity their 
poemaa repetitions or sounds and phrases; rhyme; 
central images. ror exa.mple, the repetition or 
the idea. ot serving, the end rhymes, and the 
central images or food in The Serving Girl. 
11. African poets use symbols to represent their ideas 
or feelings, such as a bird to 1~preaent freedom, 
or a pen to represent the sword ot a writer with 
which he tights tor Justice. 
A'l"l'I'l'UDES AND APPR§OIA'l'ION 
1. 'l'he African people have high moral values. 
2. We can benetit from the wiSdom and beauty or folk 
11 terature. 
3. Folk talea have great merit in their simplicity of 
expresaion and univeraality or theme. 
4,; we can enjoy the hWilor in folk tales. 
5.; Literat'Ul'e can be enjoyed aurally as well aa via-
usally. 
6. Our appreciation and understanding ot literature 
can be enhanced by reading it aloud. 
7. 'l'he Africans have contributed muoh to the cult'UI'e 
ot the world. 
SKIT¥ 
Reading • to improve ability& 
1. to recognise theme in literature 
core 1 a 
core 2 a 
core 4 a 
2. to follow the events of the plot 
intro. 1 
core l a 
3. to detect cluea to character 
core 4 b 
opt. 2 
core 8 b 
core 9 c 
core 10 a 
opt. 2 
opt. 4 
opt. 4 
4. to recognize details IUpporting main idea 
intro. l - 3 
core 2 a 
opt. 2 
opt. 3 
5. to recognise the relationahipa between variants 
ot folk themesJ understand process of how and 
why tales change 
c"c ip;JI'O,- __ .l ~ 6 
5 ') u 
:: 
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6. to recosnize univer•a1 themes in African liter-
ature an<1 those peculiar to the Atrioan 
eXperience 
core 1 c 
core 2 b 
7. to interpret aymbo1a in literature 
CON 11 a 
core 8 b 
CON 9 C 
core 12 b 
8. to respond to auditory and Viau&1 imagery 
in poetry 
core 8 a 
CON 9 b 
core 10 d 
core ll a 
core 12 b 
9. to understand the unifying etreot or rhyme an<1 
repetition in literature 
CON 3 b 
core 9 a 
CON 10 b 
core 10 e 
core 12 a 
10. to understand the relationship between torm 
and content in literature 
core 8 o 
core 10 c 
Writing - to improve ability: 
1. to use proper punctuation 
core 5 
core 6 
core 16 
I!IO!!TON UNIVE~SITY 
FJ"ll!f'_.&Tin.N I I.:!:Dll.•v 
core 11 b 
opt. 2 
opt. 7 
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2. to relate suborclinate ideas 1n a paragraph to 
the topic sentence 
core 5 
core 6 
core 16 
3· to organize ideas chronologically 
core 5 
4. to make an outline (to three places) 
core 5 
5. to write simple lyrical poetry 
core 15 
Spealc1ng .. to iJ9rove ability& 
opt. 2 
opt. 7 
opt. 5 
core 6 
opt. 5 
1. to Grganize ideas ettectively and logically (introduction, development, conclusion) 
2. 
3. 
core 7 opt. 3 
opt. 1 opt. 4 
to apeak loudly, clearly, with voice variety 
core 7 opt. 3 
core 13 opt. 4 
opt. l 
to u" racial expressions and gestures to 
emphasize content ot presentation 
core 7 opt. 3 
5') 
l '"" 
4. to communicate maanins and mood through oral 
reading 
core 13 
~stening - to improve abilitya 
l. to listen tor main ideas 
intro. 3 
core 3 a 
opt. l 
opt. 8 
2. to listen tor details supporting main ideas 
intro. l core 3 a 
3. to follow the organisation ot the plot 
1ntro. 1 core 4 c 
core 1 a 
4. to detect mood and theJae in literature by 
listening 
core 14 core 10 a 
core 8 b core ll b 
core 9 c 
I!l'l'R0Dl!Q'l'ORJ AQ'llJI'l'W 
'l'lle taaoher Will pre-tape n Anansi Playa Dead II from 
Oourlandel•'s Hat Shaking Dance and the story ot "Brer Rabbit 
. and the 'l'ar Baby." 
The class will listen to these stories and discuss the 
following questionea 
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l. How are these two stories similar? How ditf'erent? 
2. How do you account tor the ditf'erencea between 
the African story and the American story? 
3. How are the main ideas in each tale related? 
4. Wlly do people tell stories like these? 
5. Wlly do you suppose the story-tellers made the 
main characters animals? 
6. Discuss situations which exemplity the way 
stories change; circle sa- where story is 
passed around, gossip. etc. 
CORE AO'l'IVJTDS 
Stories will be read silently or orally unless in-
dicated otberwiae 
1. "Ananai I a Rescue trom the River. n 
a. What is the theme ot this tale? 
b. What are the main events ot the plot? 
c. How doe a thia explanation ot the origin 
ot the moon coapare with that nr the 
scientist? a Christian? your explanation? 
2. "'l'hrow Mountains." 
a. What is the theme ot this tale? 
b. How does this account ot the origin of' 
mountains ditter trom that ot the Greeks? 
the Bible? 
3. "Younde Ooea to Town." (listen to recording by 
Courlander) 
a. What is the main idea ot this tale? Has 
this experience ever happened to you? 
b. What elements ot repetition do you tind 
in this tale? How do these help to unity 
the tale? 
4. "Anans1 Goes l.l'ishing" and "The Hat-Shaking Dance." 
a. What ia the thellllt or each tale? 
b. What human qualities are frowned upon in 
these tales? How do Americana reel about 
these qualities? 
5. Write a short tale in which the characters are 
animals. Pick a theme tor your tale which you 
think ia worthwhile. Concentrate on a good 
topic sentence, chronological order or events, 
and watch IIIIIOhanios. Outline due two days before 
ass1pment due. we will exchange papers in class 
tor correction or mechanics. 
6. Listen carefully to the recording of "Talk." 
Pay special attention to the torm - the plot (especially climaX) the choice or words, the 
Wlitying devices. Take notes. 'fhen write 
&\ ehort essay on the form or this tale. Out-
line due two days be tore asaignlllllnt. Check 
punctuation carefully. (Teacher will mimeo-
graph several which contain typical errors 
tor class criticism) 
7. J.l'orm groupe or tour or t1 ve pupils each. Each 
ln'C)UD will select a tale from Courlander 1s 
or. and plan 
, narrator. 
Set criteria as a class r~ good presentation. 
'fhese should 1noludea 
a. speaking loudly and olearly; good enunciation 
· and diction. 
b. using facial expression and gestures 
c. using eye contact with audience 
d. revealing clear ~ganintion or events. 
Arter each presentation the class will evaluate. 
'fhe tollowing poems are contained in "An African 
Treasury" by Langston Hushes. 
8. Read "African Heaven" by J'ranoia Parkes - Ghana 
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a. What images does the writer see in his heaven? 
How does the writer's picture or heaven differ 
trOll yours? How do you account tor this 
difference? 
b. What theme or universal interest does this 
poem contain? 
c. What e.t"feot does the length of the linea have 
on the movement of' the poem? 
9. Real! "The Serving Girl" by Aquah Laluah • Ghana 
a. What is the rhyme schelll& or the poem? 
b. How do the images in the poem build up to 
a climax? What is the most important thing 
abe serves? 
c. What is the theme or the poem? How universal 
is the appeal of' this theme? 
10. Real! "Lt.t"e in our Village" by Mater Markwei • Ghana 
a. What is the theme or this poem? 
b. Discuss the style of' this poem. 
c • Compare this poem with "The Serving Girl':' 
with respect to speaker, theme, and style. 
d. What image a does the poet uae? 
5,, 0 
11. Real! "Spirit or the Wind" by Gabriel Okara - Nigeria T'?' 
a. What do the storks and colors symbolize? 
b. What maJor reeling does the poet express? 
How does the sound or the poem reinforce the 
reelins;t 
12. Read "J'Orefathers" by Birago Drop - Senegal 
a. What repetitions or lines, sounds, and words 
are in this poem? How do they give unity to 
the poem? 
b. How does the writer' a idea or death dit'ter 
trOll that of a Christian? 
13. Select an African lyric to read to the class. 
Practice reading to communicate the reeling or 
the poe•. 
14. Listen carefully to the poetry readings to 
detect the reeling. 
15. Write a simple lyrical poem using some or the 
devices we have found in African lyrics. such 
as repetition. r~. f'am1l1ar images. Choose 
one maJor reeling to express in your poem. 
16. Write a short paper on one African poem. co~~~-o 
paring it to an English or American poem on the 
same theme. What differences do you tind? What 
aimilaritieat 
OP'1'I01!AL .RBLA.TBD AC'l'I!l'rlES 
1. Make a tape recording or aeveral tolk tales which 
you upecially like. Write a ahort introduction 
to each one. Your talk ahould explain the 
qualities or tor. and content or the tale. 
2. Orally, or in writing. discuss the various roles 
ut Anansi the Spider in West African folk litera-
ture. 
3. Read several "bow" tales from Courlander' s Cow 
Tail Switch and be prepared to discusa these--
with the clasa. You may want to compare these 
tales with thcae which are more familiar to us. 
4. In a group or five or six people. prepare a panel 
diacuasion on the lllOral values or the west African 
people as they appear in the folk tales. Select 
particular stories to illustrate your main points. 
5. Pind a piece or west African sculpture in a 
museum or a picture which you tind especially 
expressive or intezoeating. Study the piece care-
!'ully and be prepared to discuss. (Do some back-
gr~und reading in African J'olktales and sculpture 
edited by Radin) 
6. Porm a comm1. ttee to Dl&ke a display of student 
writing on the bulletin boards. 
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7. Watch the newspapers, television, and local 
eXhibits tor information on African tolk culture. 
(In Boston see Museum or Fine Arts African room.) 
Write a report of your findings. 
8. "Interview someone in African studies at a 
university near your home. Ask him to talk with 
you about African art. Perhaps you could per-
suade him to talk to our class. If not, report 
his comments to the class. 
CULMINATING AO'J.'IVl'tiES 
1. Reading or original poems. 
2. Presentat4lon of claas tapes. 
3. Oral reports • 
4. Panel discussion. 
5. Bulletin board display 
6. Ouest speaker 
EVALUATIONS 
1. Quality and amount of participation in class 
discussion 
a. How frequently has the student contributed to 
class discussions? 
b. In what ways were the student's comments 
relevant to the issue being discussed? 
c. To what extent did the student enrich or 
develop the concept being discussed? 
2. Quality of written worka 
a. How closely has the student followed the 
assignment? 
b. To what extent is the selection of content 
appropriate for the assignment? 
c. How clear and consistent is the student 1 a 
»•t~ern. oZ .oruns••tion? 
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d. To what extent has the student used proper 
diction. grammar. spelling, punctuation? 
e. To 'What extent has the stUdent expressed 
himself clearly• concisely, with variety in 
sentence structure? 
3. Quality ot oral work 
e.. How closely has the stUdent followed the 
assignment? 
b. To what extent was the selection of content 
appropriate tor the assignment? 
c. How clear and consistent is the student's 
pattern ot org&nisat1on? 
d. How etreot1vely' has the student COIIIIIlUJliO&ted 
his ideas, ape&kin& loudly, clearly, with 
variety in pitoh &nd tone? 
e. To what extent has the student ear,ployed 
gesture anc1 eye contact? 
4. Individual proJects (see 2 and 3) 
5. Evidence of ch&npa in attit\lde (see sample tests) 
6. Evidence of SI'OWth in concepts and understandings (see sample tests) 
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SAMPLE 'l'iST 
( l/3 ot total) 
Pill in the blanka With the OOI"NOt W01"cc 01" W01"cc81 
1. 'rhe ~~~&in idea ot a pieoe ~ literature 1a the 
• 
a. The ee:riea ot event& in a ato:ry is the 
3· '1'he lanpap ot tolk literature is pntrall)' 
• 
4. The weat Atrioan to»Mro Who :rep:reeenta the 
tolliea and virtues ot maa ia 
5. '1'be h\lJJIOI'O\la clevioe UH4 to trap both Anana1 and 
Brer Rabbit waa • 
6. A<So01"cc1ns to the atoey ~ 
tbe lllOUDtaina were 
1· The maJor wtit'71n& c1ev1oe in the tolk tales we 
have :reed ia 
• 
B. The story 
:re8\llt1ns 
&howe the evils 
• 
• 
• 
9. The the• ot "The SeJOYin& Qi:rl" 1a -------· 
10. "I.tte in 0\11' Villa&e" 1a told tr0111 the point ot view 
ot • 
11. '!'be atorka in "Spirit ot the Wind" a7Jiibol1ze 
------------------· 12. The i•pa in "Atrioan Heaven" are drawn cU:reotl)' 
trom • 
13. !he len&th ~ the linea in "African Heaven" Sivea 
it a paoe. 
14. A lyrical poem usually a.p:re88ea the------
ot the poet. 
6,, v 
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IVALUA~IOl·l OF UNITS FOR GROW'l'H Dl CONCEPTS AND ATTITUDES 
1. In what ways has this Wlitl 
a. sharpened your understanding of' African 
people and cultures? 
b. changed your attitudes towards the 
African people? 
u. helped you to read more ettectively? 
d. broadened your reading interests? 
2. What did you like or dislike about this Wlit? 
3. What suggestions would you make tor 1mprovement? 
!newer Key 
l. theme 
2. plot 
3· s1111ple# direct 
4. Anansi 
5· Tar Baby 
6. bull 
7· repetition 
8. laziness 
9· love 
10. young person 
11. freedom 
12. African culture 
13. quick 
14. teelinga, emotions 
:l 
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Readins d.itt1cult3' ot booJca 1a indicated b7 the rollowin& COde: 
(l) .. eaa7 
(2) • medium 
(3) - d.itticult 
BOOD J'OR 'l'U PUPIH 
l. 
2. 
4. 
s. 
Bi&&ers, Jobn, 
U'n!V.:n1t3' or 
'ftUa 'be4tk 18 an outpowth ef Jlr. B1Uers 1 lifelong 
pursuit to brid&e tbe sa» between African Md .American 
Mepo cultureJ draldJ:Ip and text port%'83' tbe lo•t 
her1tace which the auther discovered in West Atr1ca. 
A tine collectiOn •t the eaploita of West African 
f'olk heroes, told in a1111ple, effective pro••J 111an3' 
or the tales feature AnaJI•t tbe Spider Man who is 
the beat kDown of' the West African folk characters. 
1'Ae d.eUabttul tales told. by the A8hant1 or the Gold 
Coast. ltoriea cover auoh top1ca aa wh3' the spider 
is bald. wh3' the leopard. has apota, and how the 
turtle sot hia shell. 
DaVia# Rl.ulael, '!he L1tp•a *'!Pre, Idttle Brown, 
1959. (2) . 
A oolleotion of' tales ptbered. f'l'OIIl nine Ethiopian 
tribe&J excellent tranalats..na, humorous and. 11vel)' 
a1Har1es, tull •t w18d.oa and wit • 
GUatrap, Robert, and Irene Batabrook, '1'be Sult~ ~1 
ap4 Otbfr !trth African N•• .. Henry Holt, 195~1 
Stories inwlvinS ridiculous and humorous a1tuationaJ 
highly entertaininS read1.n&. 
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6. Ha1111lton, Edith, Jljrtholop, Little Brown Co., Boston, 
1962. (2,3) 
An inexpenaive and well done re-tellin& or the Clreek 
~~ oontaina ortcin IQ'tha pertinent to this unit. 
7. Harris, Joel Cbaadler, 
Bou.shton-JW'tlin Co., 
a. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
'lhe atocy or the wndertul Tar l&b;r is on pp. 47-51. 
A coed selection or well-l1ke4 'Uncle ~ tales, 
with clever illustrations. 
Hu;hea, t.ens•tonc The Drey-X.eper and Other lf!m!• 
Jtnopt' 1937. (2J 
Poems selected. especiall;r tor ;rounc readers. lllan7 
are recorded on J'ol.kwa;ra reOOl'da., PP lo4. 
An African 'lrea.aurz, Crown Publishers, 
Inc., J.Y., 1960. (2,3) 
A selected compilation ot abort literacy works b;y 
native AtrioanaJ includes esaa;ra, articles, short 
stories, and poems or exoelltmt qualit;r. 
Itayem11 Phebean, and P. Clurre. 7 (collectors), J'olk 
Mea and Zal!lea, Pensu1n Book, LondOn, 1953. (1,2) 
A well balanced samplina or African tales collected 
b;y the Education Officer ot •1eeria and a professor 
at Un1vers1t;r Oollese ot GbaaaJ inexpensive paperback; 
includes man;r west Atrioan tales covered in thia unit. 
Leach, and Jerome ll'r1ed (Associate 
Editor), 8j~!Pifil ~m:= Lelf!ld. -~ ;nil 
pp. 18-45 cover Atr1ean and Hew World Hesro tolkloreJ 
d1sousaea Uncle Rellu.8 talea, tbe trickster theme, 
and development or variants 1n tolk literatureJ an 
excellent introduction to the atud;r or tolk literature. 
IUlleJ', CJ.M., Books Two and Three, 
Universit;r ot ., LondOn, 1948. (1, 2., 3) 
Good source or Bnal1ah and South Atrioan l;rJ'ical 
poema J thin paper bound w.luae • 
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13. 
14. 
'l'be:roUSb treatment of all aapecta of African oral 
literature; ineludea many outatanding West Atrican 
folk tales • Pbotopapha of sculpture& acOOUI,Panied 
by s8Mlarl¥ introductions. 
Buthel'f'ord, haD', can Vi ce !'he Vansuar<t Preas, 
Jf.Y., 1958. (AlH a e paperback, Universal 
L1br&17, Grosaet, fl. . (a, 3} 
A collection ot native Atrioan writing; 1ncludea a 
tine selection ot 17rical poeu and afiOrt atories. 
J'olk tales told .-na Zulu children; atoriea combine 
magic aDd wonder.witb Violence and cruelty; attractively 
illuatrated. 
DOO!S :roa 'lD 'l.IAqJIBI 
1. Hainea, c. Grove, (Eclitor) ur.c• NY· !'he .Johns 
1\opkins Preaa, Be.lt~re, 1!)5 • 
See Part ll on "!'he Heritap ot Africa" tor bac.Jcground 
intol'lll!tUm on African oultursa and traditiona. 
Sollelarly. 
2. Perrine, Ltwrenoe, 
to fg!tq. Halt'tK!IIlr1~-:-
CGntainl pod suaeat1ou tw preaenting aspects ot 
poetq to JOUn& peopleJ MnOile def'1n.1t1osw of poetic 
tel'IIIS Witb exaq~l.esJ pod aouNe of lyrical poeu. 
atbineon, Brie, 
!Teas11 X.J\don, 
Poems by twentietb century BQal1sb poeta collected 
f'er uae in Atrioan acboolaJ African tbemes predom1nateJ 
••llent sugeetiosw tor l.easont on poetic devices 
and interpretations or poeu. 
R!C9RDllfqS 
A. Ron-Musical Reeordinp 
1. 11'01Jrn.1& Records 
1. 
a. Courl.a.n.der, Harold, "Polk Tales flU West 
Atriea, " PP 103. 
Mr. CoUl' zo reo1tes five tales from his 
oolleot10n il Swit hJ aeleot1ona 
1no1ud.e 'loftii w , "Yound.e Goes 
'J» IJ.'o1fnt._ ll "TalJtf n W JIOunta1niJ., II and 
"Don t t M'il ke '&Ma with Bveeyone • " These 
tales reflect the wisdom and wit charaoteria-
tio or West Mr1oan tolk literature$ they 
Will Pl"'Vide en.107&ble and profitable listen-
inS experiences tor the claaa. 
b. Literature Series • 12 
1. 
2. 
"Hell"' heme by Brown and Bushes, " l'L 9790 
Seleoted J111eu by two notable contemporary 
Hesro peets, read with sensitivity and 
feel:t.ns. 
"AnthOJ.ou ot Hesro Poets, 11 l'L 9791 
A ool1ect10n of outstand!.."lg poems read 
by their auta.ra. 
3. "AnthltloQ Of Hesro Peetcy," lfL 9792 
More poema by Hesro poets. 
l'elkwa.)-8 Recorda ... &eCOJIIPanied b:y uaanual.s tor 
intormat1on on baolc;pOund. of music • 
a. "Bantu Cl'loral J'olk Sonaa, n lfW 6192 
Sung by the sons SWappera I arransed and 
directed by ,,.te SeeserJ an interesting 
a .. ortllaent or native African scmas. 
2. Btlul1c J'ol.lc.wqs L1bl'a1'7 (partial listing) 
a. "Arrioan Music SOu til or the Sallara, " ft 4803 
b • ''Btlliopia, " n 41W5 
c. "Liberia," PI 4465 
d. "Kepoo Mua10 or A1'r1oa and America," n 4500 
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UNIT 3 
APRICAa PLACES• PAC'l'S• AND PACES 
I'RUAgE 
This unit is designed ror an average ninth-srade claaa. 
It provides a general introduction to the people and cultures 
or At'rica. '1'he activities au-e designed. to help students 
grow in the skills or reading and evaluating non-fiction 
as well as to guide them in developing criteria ror Judging 
and using errectively the public channels of communication. 
This unit is designed to cover approximately a three-
week period, but may be adapted to the needs ot the indivi-
~ual teacher and his olasa. 
Pfl'RODUCTION 
In this unit we will travel through books and rUms to 
IIIUIY At'rican places and learn about the people who live there. 
We will start our Journey with a visit to the steaming Jungles 
or Central Africa, pay a visit to Albert Schweitzer in 
:t.ambau-ene • then branch out to see the Maaai in Kenya. the 
Bushmen and the Bantu in southern Africa. Finally. we will 
set acqUainted with the tallest and smallest people in the 
world, the Watusi and the Pygmies, respectively. 
Aa we work on the activities in this unit, we will get 
• picture or the richness and variety ot African cultures, 
aiming to develop an accurate understanding or African 
people. In order to get a more precise mental picture or 
the people in Africa, we will uae many sources of informa-
tions books, tilma, filmstrips, radio, television, magazines, 
. and newspapers. As we proceed, we will set up criteria tor 
evaluating these sources ot information so that we may use 
them more wisely and ettectively. 
COHC!!fTS A)IJ) J!NPERS'l'ANPINQS 
1. '1'be Atrican continent baa a wide variety ot 
cultures and ethnic groups. 
2. "CUlture" 1a the total way or life or a people, 
or the man-made environment. 
3. :ror an accurate picture ot Atriea, we should under-
stand the broad underlying trends or African 
culture as well as the sisniticant differences 
between tribal groups. 
4. Mo4ern Western ways ot thinking and acting otten 
conflict with native African customs, causins 
unrest in colonial areas. 
5. 'l'he occupations ot the Africans are determined 
in part by geography, climate, and material needs. 
6. Tribal taboos impregnate the thinking ot moat 
Africans. 
7. By understanding a writer' a qualifications on 
the subJect or his boOk, we are better able to 
Judge the authenticity ot his work. 
8. Reading the Jacket blurb, the table ot contents, 
and the introduction to a book gives us an over-
all picture ct the content and prepares us tor 
perceptive reading. 
g. Rad.io, television, and movies, it used wisely and 
discretely, can give us accurate information 
about the world and broaden our experience. 
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10. When we report taota1 we are reapona1ble tor Sirtna them aoeuratuy. 
A'.t'l'£UDES A!p AgQBCIAfiO!S 
1. Altho1.'1sh d.itf'erent fl'Om ours., African cultures 
are not 1ni'er1or. 
2. 'lribal tabOOs are evidence ot cultural condition• 
inS rather tbaD atvpWty. 
3. It 1a our reapona1bi11.ty to get. a dear and un-
biaaed piCture ot AtJ'ica., tree from atereotwea. 
4. 'l'he pu'bUc meana of' .._..mi041t1on can 1M valuable 
to ua aa aeuroea ot 1ntcmaat1.on~ 
5. Atriea is one or the .,.t. varied and interest:lnS 
oontineDta. 
Read-tns .. to iq)rove ability: 
1. to evaluate tae qual1tica.t1ena ot an autl:lor 
to:r: writins ~ bOok by obecJ.cing available 
biop'apb1cal 4ata and other souroes. 
core 1 'b 
core 6 
core 1 d 
core 6 
3. to ald.m tor am 14eaa 
core 1 e 
opt. 7 
opt. 7 
opt. 7 
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4. to detect bias in non-fiction 
core 1 c 
core 6 
5. to follow organisational patterns 
core 1 t 
core 6 
opt. 7 
opt. 7 
6. to build vocabulary continuowsly by using 
context clues an4 checking meanings w1 th 
the dictionary 
core 7 
Writing • to improve ability& 
1. to report tacta accurately 
core 1 g. h, i 
core 3 
opt. 3 
opt. 5 
2. to relate details to main idea 
3. to write a trienclly letter 
core 3 
4. to use variety in sentence 
clarity and interest 
core 1 g, h, i 
core 3 
opt. 1 
opt. 3 
opt. 1 
structure tor 
opt. 3 
opt. 5 
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5. to punctuate properly 
core l g, h, i 
core 3 
opt. l 
Listening and looking - to improve ability: 
opt. 3 
opt. 5 
l. to detect bias in public communication programa 
intro. 6 
2. to listen tor main ideas 
intro. l 
core 2 a 
3. to evaluate accuracy or reports 
core 4 
core 4 
core 4 
core 6 
core 6 
4. to compare and contrast tacts and concepts 
intro. 2, 3, 4 core 6 
5. to develop criteria tor Judging quality of 
tilma, television programa, new reports, non-
fiction program. 
core 2 c 
core 4 
Speaking - to improve ability: 
intro. 6 
1. to organize thoughts tor oral presentation 
core 5 opt. 6 
core 6 opt. 8 
opt • 2 
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2. to speak loudly, clearly, in a pleasant 
voice 
core 5 opt. 6 
oore 6 opt. 8 
opt. 2 
3. to develop confidence before the group 
core 5 opt. 6 
core 6 opt. 8 
opt. 2 
IN'l'RODUC'J.'ORY AC'l'IVI'riES 
Having mounted a selection ot colored pictures (see 
magazines on bibliograptv) depicting various phases of 
African culture, such as clothing, art, tools, weapons, 
homes, the teacher will place them around the room. The 
class will discuss the concept ot culture with particular 
references to the pictures: 
1. What do these pictures tell ua about the lives of 
the Atrican people? 
2. What do we mean by "culture?" How does culture 
ditfer trom physical environment? · 
3. What are some ot the maJor differences between 
Atrican and American culture as exemplified by 
these pictures and your own experience? 
Atter this general introduction, the class will view the 
tilmatrip OCOUJ?&Uons in Equatorial Atri.ca. The tollowing 
questions will be passed out before the filmstrip is shown. 
The students will take notes on content as a guide for 
discussion: 
l. What are the maJor occupations of the people in 
EQuatorial Africa? 
2. How do these occupations differ from thoae of 
people in your community? 
3. In what ways do climate and geography determine 
the occupations of people in a particular country? 
4, How has this tilmatrip changed your idea or 
life in Equatorial Africa? 
5. How good is this filmatrip? What criteria 
should be used in Judging the quality of a 
filmatrip? 
CORE AC'l'IVI'liES 
1. Each person in the claas will purchase his own 
copy of Albert Schweitzer's African Notebook (paperback-- $1.60). Read pages 49-90 ana be 
prepared to answer the following questions 
orally or in writine;a 
a. Where is Lambarene? 
·b, In what ways is Albert Schweitzer qualified 
to write about the people in Gabon? Give 
reasons and evidence tor your answer. 
c. How accurate is this picture of the people in 
Gabon? (Consider date of publication, and 
qualifications or author as well as conten~) 
Read selections from Charles Joy's Ltf.St in 
1lhe Forest. How aocurate is thia pic ure? 
Use same criteria as above. (Class will 
discuss these basic criteria and add to list.) 
e. What are the main ideas in Chapter Three of 
the African Notebook? 
t, How does Schweitzer organize his material? 
What patterns do you detect? 
··-"+- ·-····-
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2. 
g. ~lhat major dif'ficulties did Sehweltzer 
encounter in working with the Gabonese? 
What superstitioDa did they have? 
h. How do the marriage cuatoras of the Gabone$e 
people at Lambarene differ from ours? 
1. How have the Westerners helped the Africans 
1n Gabon? How have they disturbed or upset 
their lives? 
See the film ~nant ot a Race and take notes 
on the tolloWi questions tor class discussion: 
a. How has the editot' arranged the information 
in this film? For what purposes? 
b. What maJor facta do you learn about the lives 
ot the Bushmen? 
c. How good is this film? What criteria should 
be used in evaluating this f'ilm? 
3. Pretend that you are an AmericaD traveller in 
Africa writing a letter to a friend at home 
telling him about what you see. Work tor sentence 
variety and clarity_ proper punctuation. (Sk1lls1 lessons and discussion of' friendly letter form 
to precede assignment.) 
4. Listen to a report on the radio or television 
dealing with Africa. '1'ake notes on the main 
ideas. Evaluate tor accuracy. Consider source. 
use of' words and attitude of speaker. We will 
discuss your reports in claaa. 
5. lPind a -sazine article on one aspect of' African 
culture which particularly interests you. PrOIII 
the article prepare a abort talk in which you 
aummapiae the content and utilize the pieturea 
to illustrate your talk. Watch organization of 
content. 
6. The cl&aa will divide into four or five gt'OuPS 
fop panel diacusaiona. Each paDel will 
apecialize in one Aft'ican culture or tribe. 
Each uouP membeP will read a book on his 
culture for tactual information and evaluation. 
The panels will diacuaa the content of' the books 
and evaluate them on the basis or critet'ia set 
'· ,. 
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up by the elas.s beforehand. Class wlll also 
~eoide what makes a good panel discussion and 
evaluate each group accordingly. 
Each group will select one of the followine; 
tribes fo~ detailed study: 
a. The watusi 
b. The Bushmen 
c. The Pygmies 
d. 'l'he Bantu 
e. 'l'he Zulus 
t. The Masai 
7. Start a page in your notebook ot new vocabulary 
warda. Use context clues to determine the 
meanings ot new words Which you encounter in 
your extensive reuing, then cheek youselt in 
the dictionary. Start your list with culture. 
OPTIONAL RELA'l'ED AC'l'IVrfiES 
1. Start correspondence with an African pen-pal. 
2. 
Write tos 
Foreign Pen-Pal Service 
Dyers Pen-Pal Service Organization 
2005 Lake Austin Boulevard 
Austin 31 'l'exa• 
Report to the cla.s on your new pen-pal and his 
coJmlllmta about hi a eounti'Y. How haa he helped 
to broaden your knowledge ot Africa? 
Write a letter to the African ambassador in 
Washington, D. c., asking his opinion on one 
or two issues we have discussed which you found 
particularly intereatiq. Prepare to report 
his comments to the el&lls. How valid are his 
collllllltnts? Why? 
After readiq "I 00 Visit A Chiet•a Son," in 
the April 13, 1962 issue or ~prepare a paper 
o;p oral talk on what Kevin  Maaai learned 
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from eech other, In what W8.!JS was Kevin a good 
ambassador from the United States? Why? 
i 4. Orally or in writins;, report on your findings 
from a trip to a local exhibit or Afr1cnr. culture 
obJects. What do these obJects reveal about 
African culture? 
5. In a committee or three or tour persons .. prepare 
a bulletin board on Africa. using student writing. 
pictures trom magazines .. your own drawings .. etc. 
6. Write a report on several African animals which 
you reel are representative of those found on 
the African continent. You will find some 
excellent materials on the bibliography. Report 
your facts accurately and include sources. You 
may be able to 1"ind some of these animals at 
the local zoo tor a closer look. 
7. Write and present a short skit enacting one 
day in the lite of a particular African tribe. 
Invent costumes. (See magazine pictures.) 
8. Dress up several dolls in the native costumes 
of a particular African tribe. Using the dolls 
aa models, give a talk to the class on the dress 
ot the tribe which you have selected. 
9. Using pictures and your reading as guides. build 
a model of an African village. Prepare a talk on 
your model village, explaining ~terials, 
structure and plaoement of buildings. etc. 
10. Prepare a short talk on the geograpqy ot the 
African continent, illustrating how it baa 
arrected the development or the interior and 
hampered African unity. 
CUJJCINA'l'INO AC'l'IVI'riBS 
1. Reports on correapollllenoe 
2. Oral reports 
3. Bulletin board display 
4. Table display of dolls, model village, and 
written reports. 
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5. Skit-; 
6. Pinal tying together of criteria tor evaluating 
books and mass metUa,. 
7. Reading of class letters. 
BVALUA'l'IOMS 
1. Quality and amount or participation in class 
discussion 
2. 
a. How frequently has the student contributed to 
class discussions? 
b. In what ways were the student 1 s comments 
relevant to the issue being discussed? 
c. To What extend did the student enrich or 
develop the concept being discussed? 
Quality or written works 
a. How closely has the student followed the 
assignment? 
b. To what extent is the selection or content 
appropriate tor the assignment? 
c. How clear and consistent is the student 1 s 
pattern of organization? 
d. To What extent has the student used proper 
diction, grammar, spelling. punctuation? 
e. To what extent has the student expressed 
himself clearly, concisely. with variety in 
sentence st~ure? 
3. Quality of oral work 
a. How closely has the student followed the 
assignment? 
b. 'l'o what extent was the selection of content 
appropriate tor the assignment? 
n 
c. H:Jll olcal' and consi:Jte;:t ;;.a 'c;hG ..;tu(.knt 1 a 
IJattern of organization'? 
d. How etrectively has the student communicated 
h:1.s ideas, speak::.n~ loudl;,'# oleal'ly, ~;::.'.h 
·:"-l:':'..e'cy .:.n pitch and tone? 
e. To what extent ha$ the student employed 
gesture and eye contact? 
4.. Individual proJects (see 2 and 3) 
5. Evidence of changes in attitude (see sample testa) 
6. Evidence of growth in concepts and understandings (see sample teats). 
8,, u 
~ ;:. __ _ 
. ., 
~AMPLE TEST 
( l/4 of total } 
'l'rue-IPalse Test 
Arter indicating whether the following statements are 
true or false, write the reasons tor your answer in the 
space provided below each statement. 
_1. 
2. 
-
_3. 
4. 
-
6. 
-
7. 
-
_a. 
!l -
Tribal taboos are evidence ot cultural inter-
iority. 
Reasons: 
we can contribute to world understanding by 
being informed or the reasons underlying culture 
conflicts. 
Reasons: 
African marriage cuatoms are similar to those 
of America. 
Reasons: 
Television and radio are valuable sources of 
information about the world. 
Reasons: 
Albert Schweitzer is well-qualified to write 
about the Gabonese. 
Reasons: 
Remnants of a Race gives an unbiased picture 
of the Bushiiiin. 
Reasons: 
The use of emotional words in factual writing 
frequently obscures the meaning or the facts 
presented. 
Reasons: 
The maJor purposes of a blurb are to orient the 
reader to the content and quality ot a book. 
Reasonsl . 
EVALUATION Oli' UNIT FOR GROWT:tl IN CONCEPTS AND ATl'ITUDES 
1. In what ways has this unit: 
a. sharpened your understanding of African 
people and culture? 
b. changed your attitudes towards the African 
people? 
c. helped you to read more etteot1 vely? 
d. broadened your reading interests? 
2. What d1d you like or dislike about this unit? 
3. Wnat susgestions would you make tor 1mprovelll8nt 
of this unit? 
Answer Key 
1. 11' 
2. T 
3. 11' 
4. T 
s. T 
6. T 
7. T 
B. T 
! 
I 
BTBLIOGllAPBY 
Readins difficulty ot books ia indicated by the followin& code: 
(1) - easy 
(2) - medium 
(3) • dittioult 
. B!)OIS JIOR .lfBB 'l'EACJIIR AND Styp§!ts 
1. 
2. 
B.terre, Jena, Kalahf,ri., (ll'analated trom the Deniah 
by Batrid Banniater) lUll and Wang, 1958. (1) 
'!'he story or a Danish expedition maldna: documentary 
1'111118 ot' the Bu.ahmen in the Kalahari Desert J 11 vely 
text acoompanied by excellent pbotographa. 
Bulpin, '1'. v., (compiler) 'l'he Oue Province, Ita Scene? tn4 P!!ple, Howard '1''•2ne, Ca»e'l'Own, 1966. {1, 2, 3 
A cellection ot beautiful pbotosraJha depictins various 
aspects ot lire in the Cape Province or South Africa; 
candid cloaeupa or people. 
3. Gunther, Jolm, IQ!ide Atrioa, Harper, N.Y., 1955. (2) 
4 . . 
A good over-all picture or tbe African continent 
written in a .tournaliatic style. 
HaatinSs, Macdonald, .;;:::::~ 
Men, A11'red l'rlopt' M. • I 
'!'he atoey or a trip to find the Buf)nnen in the l'alabar1 
DeMrtJ an accurate and a;yapatbetic picture ot' a 
primitive culture. 
5. Hatch, Jobn1_ Praqer, R.x., 
Presents the widely Vlll71ns hiatoey and backpounda 
ot' the African peopleJ fairly OOII!Prehen81ve but 
readable. 
6. Huxley. Elspeth, A Mew Ba£th, Jlorrow, 1960. (2, 3) 
r. 
a. 
these b09ka s1ve ~ reader • c~ae and accurate 
picture of l'enya thrOush the eyes of a woman who 
lived tbere tor m&QY. years; tba first gives excellent 
intormatt..n on tbe Maaai. 
A &004 follow-up book to A~bert Schweitzer 1 s African 
xotebtkJ deals extenalvelt witb explanation it 
pr!iiil V. oustems and \Mtliets. 
:nuokbelm, Cl7de1 Mirror f'or Man, Fawcett PubUcations, Inc., Greenwich, 1958. (2, 3) 
A simple put accurate explanation or the science or 
anthropology; elaborates on the "culture" concept, 
drawing materials rroa various cultures. 
10. La Bousae Encyclopedia or MytboloQ (translated from 
tbe J'rench b;v Riohard Ald1ngton and Delano Amers), 
Batohworth Press Ltd., LondOn, 1959. Introduction by 
Robert Graves. (1, 2, 3) 
See pages 480 • 493 on "M7tb01017 of Black Africa" for 
information on the religious beliefs and customs or the 
Masai, the Bushmen, and the Zulus • Interesting and 
factual. 
11. Loftus, E. A., Tbompaon 'M"'!l!JI'h Masa1 J..and (pamphlet), 
East African Literature Bureau, 'l'he Eagle Press, 
Nairobi, 1959 • ( l) · 
Although written as a b1ocraph1cal sketGh or Thompson, 
this pamphlet contains accu~te information on the 
Masai or KeD7a. 
12. Murdock! George P. 
Cultural H1at0rz, 
An up-to-date reference boOk on the ethnic groups 
or Africa; high reading level. 
13 • Reich, ~ ( qomp1ler), South A.friga, Hill and Wang., 
N,Y,, 1~1. (1, 2, 3) 
A collection or superb photosraphe saq~ling the 
beauty or SOuth Africa. 
14. :Roes, Bmory and Myrta, Africa Disturbed, Friendship 
Preas, N.Y., 1959, (3) 
15. 
Gives ins1;ht into the current conflicts in AtricaJ 
reliable tnformation on tribal customs. 
Schweitzer, Albert, African NotebOok, (A Midland 
Boclk), Indiana Univeral£7 rreaa, BlOominston, 1958. (1, 2, 3) 
Mr. Schweitzer retells his experiences at Lambarene 
in Gabon, siv1ng ins1;ht into At'rican character, Vivid 
black and white photograph&. 
16. I !he Animal WOrld or Albert Schweitzer, 
Beacon Preas, Boston, 1§50. (1) 
17. 
A marvelous account or African animals. 
SeliiP'!Jin, C, G,, ~oee ij Africa, Oxford University 
Preas, :London, l • ( 
A pod introduction to the oultural and social backgrounds 
Of the African people) tbo~uab and detailed presentation 
yet quite readable, 
18, Sutton, Felix, An llluatQte4 Book Al:!Out Africa, Grosset, 
1959. (1, 2, 3) 
A pictorial introductiOn to the tribes and natural lite 
or Africa. Vivid cloaeupa live a lite•lika picture or 
Africa. Aesthetically appeal1ng. 
1. Gorman, Kevin, "I Go Visit a Chief's SOnt An American 
Boy's Sto~k Adventure in Deepest Af'rica," Life, (April 13, 1962), pp, 74-87. -
lb:cerpts from the diary or JOWlS JCevin Gorman who 11 ved 
with the Masa1 people or leny&J photosraphe by Robert 
Halmi. levin's ailllple style is a delight to read, his 
observatiOns and comments acute, 
2. fl8dSer. Jinx and. Georse, "Where Elephants Have R!ght 
or Wq," Rational Geosrapl!ic, (Sept., 1960), 118:363-390. 
4. 
A slimpse into the lives Of Af'l'ican wild animalSJ the 
pbotocrapha are both humorous and. awesome • 
Wantzel, Volkman, "Anco:J,a, Unknown Af'l'ica," Rational 
GeoQ'I!IR!!ic, (Sept. 1961), 120:347-384. 
'l'he people and places or Ancola repreaented 1n brilliant 
colored pbotosr&Pbs. 
Ko autbor pven, "'l'he Last Great Animal Ja.ncdOm," Rational 
Geoaraphic, (Sept., 1960), 118:390-410. 
'1'he van1sh1ns wildlife ot Atl'ie&J text accompanied by 
manJ closeup abets Which &iva a realistic, vivid picture 
or Atl'iom animals. Bxoe11ent photograph.s, but some• 
What aketohy writeup. 
P;u.J!S 
1. coronet P1lma,,. L7l~iF" 11 min., 1 eJ __,,... 
2. 
The stoey ot a .1uncle boy and the lite or h1a family in 
the Congo. 
Enoyclo~ Britannica J'ilas Inc., A Giant People, ('l'he Watuai), 11 min~b+w. 
Customs ot an advanced native people; tactually accurate 
but rather posed and artificial. 
3. Encyclopedia Britannica P1lma Inc., PYpies or Af'l'ica, 
20 min., b+w. 
An authentic picture ot the customs or the ~es. 
4. Jtalah&ri ftlu, R!mnant• ot a Race, 18 min., color. 
A picture ot lite with the Buahmen or the Jtalahal'i Deaert. 
5. Kat1ona1 J'ilm Board or Canada., J'am1ly or Gban!• 27 min., 
b+w. 
How the people 1n a small tiabins village adapt to 
newly acquired independence. 
" 
li'IIMBTJUPS 
1. Curriculum Materials 
lquator, anent with oq,H4>ni;:.g~ 
2. 
3. 
Atrica, silent with cal>t~~~~~~~,.;:::..::i!:!!~!:.!!:: 
lopular Science ll'ilma, QeosraphJ Series), 45 
color. 
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